Minutes
RCA Board of Directors
December 15th, 2020
Meeting called to order at 6:34pm
Roll call: BOD members Kyle, Chelsea, and Monica.Caitlyn from Weichert was also present. Absent from the meeting was Jackie.
Observing: Second live streamed virtual meeting! 
Guests: Jennifer Braidotti
No new ARB issues.
Started off the meeting discussing some pending legal matters. There were two claims of discrimination from residents against the RCA, the matters have been handed over to the attorney. 
Caitlyn is working on follow up information for the current resident issues/questions that have been submitted to the BOD. 
Budget report: Year to date changes; the highlighted portions are the year to date negatives, where we have spent more than originally budgeted. Bad debt is highlighted but can't be budgeted for, these are dollar amounts we have to write off because we sent someone to collections and collections gets a third of what is collected. Office expenses are in the negative currently because purchases are being filed under it that are more "general expense" than office expense. Caitlyn suggests that this should be reconciled next year to be a more appropriate breakdown. Court and playground maintenance was not originally budgeted for this  year but we have spent $188.00. We will need to add court and playground maintenance into next year's budget. Lawnmowing currently states we are $29,000 over budget, however this is due to lawn mowing and landscaping being combined. Originally in the budget they each had their own category and budget but everything this year has been filed under lawn mowing for the most part. In the future we agreed it would be best to merge the two categories. We are actually under budget if you combine the lawn mowing and landscaping budgets. Chelsea will research the asphalt repairs and how we decided to budget for those. We are currently $13,000 under budget for repairs and maintenance. Security we are currently over budget by $503.00 because of how many false alarms our security system/ camera alerts to. We are looking into a temperature sensitive system to combat this issue. For example the current system will alert to a falling leaf, debris, or racoons and the police and fire department get called to investigate. Fire and police are getting upset. All agreed on getting quotes for a new security system. Office/administrative; homeowner mailings went under this category so it shows being over budget. Originally all the budgeting for mailings was allocated under postage. Next year we need to make a combined category for these two. In total the year to date actual for postage/mailings was $1,749 and we budgeted $1,310, we will need to adjust this number next year. Fines and the $5.00 mailing fee will help offset this deficit. Management fees show we are over budget however this does include the ARB fine percentage, the late fee percentage, and pool time. Next year we need to separate this out for a better breakdown. Caitlyn will break down what the actual management fees were, for the next meeting. This way we will have a better understanding of where the management fees actually stand. Currently payroll is significantly less than what we budgeted for. The cleaning lady is currently a contract employee and we did not budget for her. Caitlyn is moving her to the employee payroll category so she will be accounted for. Accounting is $9,000 over budget because we needed to obtain a new accountant after we did the budget. The accountant was needed. Insurance is on track for the end of the year. IT services; we may be able to drop them, currently they are $100/month. Collections fees; $250.00 was budgeted for and we are currently at $764.00. What that means is we were able to collect more than we thought we were going to be able to collect. Community center supplies show an overage of $489.00 because the office and maintenance also use these supplies. Caitlyn would like to rebrand this category next year to reflect this better. Currently we have two categories for supplies and they need to be merged. The pool is currently over by  $14,000, Caitlyn has a question to the attorney of what can  be attributed to the maintenance reserve fund due to emergent pipe work that needed done and a new heater was needed as well. $27,000 has been spent on the pool so far this year.  
-In general we are on track for the budget. The year to date actual is $184,8620 and the annual budget is $308,880. The fiscal year ends in  June. 
Past due assessment: Down since this time last year. 143 people still to get a hold of. 
-ARB fines and violations are up to $8,000 due to signs/trash and people not wanting to pay. 
Legal: Liens: In progress, MLG has all liens. Jim has all updated info and is working on getting liens placed on properties from last year to present. He will be getting liens placed on all appropriate properties. Liens are able to be placed during COVID, it's just a slower process. 
-Caitlyn is still working on the status of the fence issue for 161 Coneflower. 
Other: 
Accountant: The audit starts this month. It should go much smoother and quicker than in the past. 
-Reconciliations are still happening daily and are good to go. Caitlyn is managing these daily. 
Assessment/ fine statement: Caitlyn/ Weichert is requesting assistance from the BOD in regards to us creating a "blanket statement" to formally explain why individuals are getting fines/late fees. This would then be tailored to fit individual scenarios. BOD agreed. 
Office staff:  
Jean: currently working on transferring ledgers from quickbooks into everyone's appfolio accounts.
Vynne-Jo: Caitlyn gave her a new project to contact residents and let them know they have past due accounts and to get a status update on that or to simply inform residents that they do have a past due account. She is also following up with residents who have received ARB violation notices. She is contacting them around day 8, if they have not contacted the office prior to then. All residents who received an ARB violation notice have 10 days to resolve the issue and contact the office to alert them it has been resolved and then ARB will confirm this. Vynne-Jo is contacting residents who have not yet contacted the office in order to be proactive and help make sure the issue has been resolved prior to the 10 day grace period so the resident can hopefully avoid receiving any fines. 
Lawn/snow:  Fall clean up is completed. Snow plow contract was agreed upon and he is ready to go. He did say he would try to get to us first to clear the way for the mail personel. 
Sheds/Workshop: Propane tanks have been filled and sheds are ready for winter. No updates. 
Pool: Closed and winterized. No updates.
Tennis courts/ Basketball courts: No updates
Community Center:  Closed through December as of now. We decided to close through January and will reassess at the next meeting. We will refund any reservations that need to be canceled.
Work Orders:  
- The electric heater is being installed at the pool pump house.
Open floor:
Kyle wanted to ask the community for their help keeping the mailboxes clear even though we do have the plow guy/ contract. There are bound to be days where the two don't match up and if we can help out we should. There are 73 cluster boxes for them to shovel so if its a particularly snowy day the snow may be falling faster than they can keep up with it. Just something to think about as we move into the snowier months. 
Since our meeting was virtual! we were able to answer a few questions from residents: 
-A resident asked why they had not been notified yet of their past due account? Caitlyn explained this is a brand new project Vynne-Jo is working on and there are still 143 accounts that need to be contacted. 
-Greenlight, can Riverton get it? We all agree that everyone would love to have it, however RCA has no pull in getting Greenlight to come to Riverton. The best suggestion is just to keep filling out your information on their website. We have put ads in the newsletter to generate interest and urging people to sign up. 
-A resident asked for clarification on ARB violation reporting: While your neighbors or members of the community may be reporting violations or alleged violations, all of these reports are investigated by the ARB. If they are indeed found to violate the ARB rules or the covenants then the  resident would receive a notice of violation. At that time they would have 10 days to rectify the issue and let the office know it has been rectified. If the ARB investigates the issue and the complaint is found not to violate RCA's covenants or the ARB rules then the matter is considered closed and no further action is taken. This was also posted in the last newsletter if anyone would like to reference that as well. 
-Christmas decorations/Holiday decorations do not count as signs and are allowed.
Meeting Adjourned at 7:20pm. Motion to adjourn, all in favor.






